Understanding how epidemics spread in a system is a crucial step to prevent and control outbreaks, with broad implications on the system's functioning, health, and associated epidemic costs. This can be achieved by identifying the elements at higher risk of infection and implementing targeted surveillance and control measures. One important ingredient to consider is the pattern of disease-transmission contacts among the elements, however lack of data or possible delays in providing updated records may hinder its use, especially for time-varying patterns. Here we explore to what extent it is possible to use past temporal data of a system's pattern of contacts to predict the risk of infection of its elements during an emerging outbreak, in absence of updated data. We focus on two real-world temporal systems; a livestock displacements trade network among animal holdings, and a network of sexual encounters in high-end prostitution. We define the node's loyalty as a local measure of the tendency to maintain contacts with the same elements over time, and uncover important non-trivial correlations with the node's epidemic risk. We show that a risk assessment analysis incorporating this knowledge and based on past structural and temporal pattern properties provide accurate predictions for both systems. Its generalizability is tested by introducing a theoretical model for generating synthetic temporal networks.
Being able to promptly identify the elements of a system at risk of infection during an outbreak is key to the efficient control of the epidemic. The explicit pattern of potential disease-transmission contacts has been extensively used to this purpose in the framework of theoretical studies of epidemic processes, uncovering the role of the pattern's properties in the disease propagation and epidemic outcomes [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . These studies are generally based on the assumption that the entire pattern of contacts can be mapped out or that its main properties are known. Although such knowledge would be a critical requirement to conduct risk assessment analyses in real-time, which need to be based on the updated and accurate description of the contacts relevant to the outbreak under study [9] , it can hardly be obtained in reality. In lack of such data, analyses generally refer to the most recent available knowledge of contact data, implicitly assuming a non-evolving pattern.
The recent availability of time-resolved data characterizing connectivity patterns in various contexts [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] has inevitably weakened the non-evolving assumption, bringing new challenges to the assessment of nodes' epidemic risk. Traditional centrality measures used to identify vulnerable elements or influential spreaders for epidemics circulating on static networks [1, 2, 4, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] are unable to provide meaningful information for their control, as these quantities strongly fluctuate in time once computed on the evolving networks [18, 30] . An element of the system may thus act as superspreader in a past configuration of the contact network, having the ability to potentially infect a disproportionally larger amount of secondary contacts than other elements [31] , and then assume a more peripheral role in the current pattern of contact or even become isolated from the rest of the system [18] . If the rules driving the change of these patterns over time are not known, what information can be extracted from past contact data to infer the risk of infection for an epidemic unfolding on the current (unknown) pattern?
Few studies have so far tried to answer this question by exploiting temporal information to control an epidemic through targeted immunization. They are based on the extension to temporal networks [32, 33] of the so-called acquaintance immunization protocol [4] introduced in the framework of static networks that prescribes to vaccinate a random contact of a randomly chosen element of the system. In the case of contacts relevant for the spread of sexually transmitted infections, Lee et al. showed that the most efficient protocol consists in sampling elements at random and vaccinating their latest contacts [32] . The strategy is based on local information gathered from the observation and analysis of past temporal data, and it outperforms static-network protocols. Similar results are obtained for the study of face-to-face contact networks relevant for the transmission of acute respiratory infections in a confined setting, showing in addition that a finite amount of past network data is in fact needed to devise efficient immunization protocols [33] .
The aim of these studies is to provide general protocols of immunization over all possible epidemiological conditions of the disease (or class of diseases) under study.
For this reason, protocols are tested through numerical simulations and results are averaged over starting seeds and times to compare their performance. Previous work has however shown that epidemic outcomes may strongly depend on the temporal and geographical initial seed of the epidemic [34] , under conditions of large dynamical variability of the network and absence of stable structural backbones [18] .
Our aim is therefore to focus on a specific epidemiological condition relative to a given emerging outbreak in the population, resembling a realistic situation of public health emergency. We focus on the outbreak initial phase prior to interventions when facing the difficulty that some infected elements in the population are not yet observed. The objective is to assess the risk of infection of nodes to inform targeted surveillance, quarantine and immunization programs, assuming the lack of knowledge of the explicit contact pattern on which the outbreak is unfolding. Knowledge is instead gathered from the analysis of the full topological and temporal pattern of past data (similarly to previous works [32, 33] ), coupled, in addition, with epidemic spreading simulations performed on such data under the same epidemiological conditions of the outbreak under study. More specifically, we propose an egocentric view of the system and assess whether and to what extent the node's tendency of repeating already established contacts is correlated with its probability of being reached by the infection. Findings obtained on past available contact data are then used to predict the infection risk in the current unknown epidemic situation. We apply this risk assessment analysis to two large-scale empirical datasets of temporal contact networks -cattle displacements between premises in Italy [18, 35] , and sexual contacts in high-end prostitution [15] -and evaluate its performance through epidemic spreading simulations. We also introduce a model to generate synthetic time-varying networks retaining the basic mechanisms observed in the empirical networks considered, in order to explain the results obtained by the proposed risk assessment strategy within a general theoretical framework.
Results and Discussion
The cattle trade network is extracted from the complete dataset reporting on timeresolved bovine displacements among animal holdings in Italy [18, 35] for the period 2006-2010, and it represents the time-varying contact pattern among the 215, 264 premises composing the system. The sexual contact network represents the connectivity pattern of sexual encounters extracted from a Web-based Brazilian community where sex buyers provide time-stamped rating and comments on their experiences with escorts [15] .
The five-years data of the livestock trade network show that stationary properties at the global level co-exist with an active non-trivial local dynamics. The probability distributions of several quantities measured on the different yearly networks are considerably stable over time, as e.g. shown by the in-degree distribution reported in Fig. 1A , where the in-degree of a farm measures the number of premises selling cattle to that farm. These features, however, result from highly fluctuating underlying patterns of contacts, never preserving more than 50% of the links from one yearly configuration to another (Fig. 1C) , notwithstanding the seasonal annual pattern due to repeating cycles of livestock activities [36, 37] (see Supporting Information Appendix). Similar findings are also obtained for the sexual contact network (Fig. 1B and D) , where the lack of an intrinsic cycle of activity characterizing the system leads to smaller values of the overlap between different configurations (< 10%). In this case we consider semi-annual configurations, an arbitrary choice that allows us to extract six network configurations in a timeframe exhibiting an approximately stationary average temporal profile of the system, after discarding an initial transient time period from the data [15] . Different time-aggregating windows are also considered (see the Materials and Methods section and the SI Appendix for additional details).
Loyalty
The observed values of the overlap of the time-resolved contact networks in terms of the number of links preserved are the outcome of the temporal activity of the elements of the system that reshape up to 50% or 90% of the contacts of the network (in the cattle trade case and in the sexual contact case, respectively), through nodes' appearance and disappearance, and neighborhood restructuring. By framing the problem in an egocentric perspective, we can explore the behavior of each single node of the system in terms of its tendency to remain active in the system and reestablish connections with the same partners vs. the possibility to become inactive or change contacts. We quantitatively characterize this tendency by introducing the we compute θ on the incoming contacts of the cattle trade network, we thus quantify the propensity of each farmer to repeat business deals with the same partners when they purchase their cattle. This concept is at the basis of many loyalty or fidelity programs that propose explicit marketing efforts to incentivize the reinforcement of loyal buying behavior between a purchasing client and a selling company [38] , and corresponds to a principle of exclusivity in selecting economic and social exchange partners [39, 40] . Analogously, in the case of the sexual contact network we consider the point of view of sex buyers. Clearly, many other mechanisms different from fidelity strategies may be at play that would alter the loyal behavior of a given node measured through θ. For the sake of simplification, we divide the set of nodes composing each system into the subset of loyal nodes having θ greater than a given threshold , and the subset of disloyal nodes if instead θ < . We call hereafter these classes as loyalty statuses L and D, respectively.
Epidemic simulations and risk of infection
Both networks under study represent substrates offering potential opportunities for a pathogen to diffuse in the corresponding populations. Sexually transmitted infections spread among the population of individuals through sexual contacts [42, 43] , whereas livestock infectious diseases (e.g. Foot-and-mouth disease [44] or Bluetongue virus [45] BVD [46] ) can be transmitted from farm to farm mediated by the movements of infected animals (and vectors, where relevant), potentially leading to a rapid propagation of the disease on large geographical scales. Livestock disease spread is often modeled by assuming that premises are the single discrete units of the spreading processes and neglecting the possible impact of within-farm dynamics [47] . This is generally considered in the study of highly contagious and rapid infections, and corresponds to regarding a farm as being infected as soon as it receives the infection from neighboring farms following the transport of contagious animals. Under this assumption, both case studies can be analyzed in terms of networks of contacts for disease transmission.
As a disease-transmission model we consider a simple Susceptible-Infectious compartmental approach, adequate to study the initial invasion phase of an epidemic outbreak [48] . No additional details characterizing the course of infection or its transmission are considered here, as we focus on a simplified theoretical picture of the main mechanisms of pathogen diffusion and their interplay with the network topology and time-variation, for the prediction of the risk of infection. We consider an emerging epidemic unfolding on a network configuration c and starting from a single node (seed s), where the rest of the population of nodes is assumed to be initially susceptible. The details on the simulations are reported on the Material and Methods section. We define I 
Risk assessment analysis
The observed relationship between loyalty and infection potential can be used to define a strategy for the risk assessment analysis of an epidemic unfolding on an unknown networked system at present time, for which we have however information To make the above strategy operational, we still need to determine whether we can exploit past data to also predict the evolution of the loyalty of a node in future configurations, i.e. step 3. As with all other variables characterizing the system, indeed, also θ may fluctuate from a pair of configurations (c − 1, c) to another, as nodes may alter their loyal behavior, increasing or decreasing the memory of the system across time. Without any additional knowledge or prior assumption on the dynamics driving the system, we measure from the empirical data the probabilities of transition across loyalty statuses. We thus define T c LL (k) as the probability that a node being loyal between configurations c − 1 and c will stay loyal one step after (c, c + 1). It is important to note that this probability also depends on the degree k of the node (here defined at time c), which may increase or decrease following neighborhood reshaping (it may also assume the value k = 0 if the node becomes inactive in configuration c). Analogously, T In the cattle trade network, loyal farmers tend to remain loyal with a rather high probability (T LL > 0.6 for all k in values). In addition, this probability markedly increases with the degree, eaching T LL 1 for the largest values of k in . Interestingly, the probability that a disloyal farmer stays disloyal the following year dramatically decreases with the degree, reaching 0 in the limit of large degree. Among the farmers who purchase cattle batches from a large number of different premises, loyal ones have an increased chance to establish business deals with the same partners the following year, whereas previously disloyal ones will more likely turn to being loyal.
A similar qualitative dependence on the degree is also found in the sexual contact network, however in this case the probability of remaining disloyal is always very high (T DD > 0.7) even for high degrees. T LL shows a relatively more pronounced dependence on k, ranging from 0.3 (low degree nodes) to 0.6 (high degree nodes).
Differently from the farmers behavior, sex buyers display a large tendency to keep a high rate of partners turnover across time. Moreover, the largest probability of preserving sexual partners is obtained when the number of partners is rather large.
Remarkably, in both networks, transition probabilities are found to be stable across time and are well described by logarithmic functions (with parameters depending on the system and on ) and can be used to predict the loyalty of nodes in configuration c + 1 from past data ( Fig. 3C and D) . The epidemic risk of a node i in c + 1, having degree k = k c i in configuration c and loyalty status J (J = {L, D}), is then given by:
Validation
To validate our strategy of risk assessment, we test our predictions based on past data for the risk of being infected in configuration c + 1 on the results of an epidemic simulation explicitly performed on the supposedly unknown configuration c + 1. We consider the set of nodes I c s for which we are able to provide risk predictions and divide it into two subsets, according to their predicted risk of infection ρ In other words, P h (P l ) represents the probability for a node having a high (low) risk of infection to indeed get infected.
The accuracy of the risk assessment analysis can thus be measured in terms of the relative risk ratio ν = P h /P l , where values ν ≤ 1 indicate negative or no correlation between our risk predictions and the observed infections, whereas values ν > 1 indicate that the prediction is accurate. For both networks we find a significant correlation, signaled by the distributions of the relative risk ratio ν peaking around values ν > 1 (Fig. 4A and B) . The peak positions (ν 1.4 and ν 1.7 for cattle and sex, respectively) are remarkably close to the benchmark values represented by the distributions computed on the training sets (red lines in Fig. 4A and B) .
In addition, the comparison with the distributions from a null model obtained by reshuffling the infection statuses of nodes (dotted curves peaking around ν = 1 in 
Memory driven dynamical model
The results of the risk assessment analysis obtained from the application of our strategy to the two empirical networks show qualitatively similar results, indicating that the approach is general enough to provide valuable information on the risk of infection in different settings. The observed differences in the predictive power of the approach are expected to be induced by the different temporal behavior of the two systems, resulting in a different amount of memory in preserving links (Fig. 1) and different loyalty of nodes and their time-variations (Fig. 2 and 3C,D) .
In order to systematically explore the role of these temporal features on the accuracy and predictive power of our approach, we introduce a generic model for the generation of synthetic temporal networks. The model is based on a set of parameters that can be tuned to reproduce the empirically observed features of the two networks, i.e.: (i) the topological heterogeneity of each configuration of the network described by a stable probability distribution (Fig. 1A, B) ; (ii) a vital dynamics to allow for the appearance and disappearance of nodes; (iii) a tunable amount of memory characterizing the time evolution of the network contacts (Fig. 1C,D) .
These specific properties differentiate our approach from the previously introduced models that display instantaneous homogeneous properties for network configurations [55, 56, 57, 58] , reproduce bursty inter-event time distributions but without the explicit introduction of memory [32, 59, 60] or of its control [57] .
Based on an iterative network generation approach (see Materials and Methods), we can build an arbitrarily large number of configurations of networks with 10 4 nodes. They are characterized by stable in-degree and out-degree heterogeneous distribution across time (Fig. 5A where high memory and low memory regimes are displayed) and by profiles for the probability distribution of the loyalty as in the empirical networks (Fig. 5B) . The number of nodes with zero loyalty can be computed analytically (see Materials and Methods) and it is confirmed by numerical findings (see SI Appendix). A high memory regime corresponds to having nodes in the system that display a highly loyal behavior (e.g., θ > 0.7), whereas values in the range θ ∈ [0.7, 1) are almost absent in a low memory regime, in agreement with the findings of Fig. 2 .
Applying the introduced risk assessment analysis to the synthetically generated temporal network, we recover a significant accuracy for both memory regimes (Fig. 5C ).
Different degrees of memory are however responsible for the fraction of the system for which a risk assessment can be made. In networks characterized by higher mem-ory, the distribution of the predictive power ω has a well defined peak, whereas for lower memory it is roughly uniform in the range ω ∈ [0, 0.4] (Fig. 5D) . Such a regime implies that not enough structure is maintained in the system to control more than 40% of the future infections. Our risk assessment analysis allows therefore accurate predictions across varying memory regimes characterizing the temporal networks, but the degree of memory impacts the amount of predictions that can be made.
The model also shows that the analysis is not affected by the choice of the aggregating time window used to define the network configurations [60, 61, 62] , as long as the heterogeneous topological features at the system level and the heterogeneous memory at the node level are kept across aggregation, as observed for the empirical networks under study (see [18] and the SI Appendix).
Conclusions
We introduce a simple measure to characterize the amount of memory in the time evolution of a networked system. The measure is local and it is empirically motivated from two case studies relevant for disease transmission. By focusing on the degree of loyalty that each node has in establishing connections with the same partners as time evolves, we are able to connect an egocentric view of the system (the node's strategy in establishing its neighborhood over time) to the system's larger-scale properties characterizing the early propagation of an emerging epidemic.
We uncover a non-trivial correlation between the loyalty of a node and its risk of being infected if an epidemic occurs, given fixed epidemiological conditions, and use this to inform a risk assessment analysis applicable to different settings with no information on network evolution dynamics. A theoretical model generating synthetic time-varying networks allows us to frame the analysis in a more general perspective and disentangle the role of different features. The accuracy of the proposed risk assessment analysis is stable across variations of the temporal correlations of the system, whereas its predictive power depends on the degree of memory kept in the time evolution. The introduced strategy can be used to inform preventive actions in preparation to an epidemic and for targeted control responses during an outbreak emergency, only relying on past network data. The sexual contact network is extracted from an online Brazilian forum where male sex buyers rate and comment on their sexual encounters with female sex sellers [15] . Time-stamped posts are used as proxies for sexual intercourse and multiple entries are considered separately, following previous works [15, 30] . A total of 13,855 individuals establishing 34,509 distinct sexual contacts are considered in the study, after discarding the initial transient of the community growth [15] . Nodes may be active or inactive depending whether individuals use or not the service, and join or quit the community. Six-months aggregating snapshots are chosen. A different aggregating time window of three months has been tested, obtaining similar results (see SI Appendix).
Materials and methods

Datasets
Spreading simulations and risk of infection
We simulate a deterministic Susceptible-Infectious transmission. The early phase of the spreading simulations presented here is defined up to time step T = 6. This choice allows to study invasion stage only while the epidemic is no more trivially confined to the microscopic level. An additional choice has been investigated to ensure that it does not alter our findings (see SI Appendix). The analysis was also performed with a stochastic Susceptible-Infectious model, recovering similar results (SI Appendix).
The distributions of the risk potentials π L and π D reported in Fig. 3 are modeled with a sum of Landau distribution and an exponential suppression. This family of functions, depending on four parameters (see SI Appendix for the specific functional form), was chosen as it well reproduces the distribution profiles of the risk potentials, and it was used to compute the nodes' epidemic risk. A goodness of fit was not performed, as this choice was automatically validated in the validation analysis performed on the whole prediction approach.
Memory driven model
The basic iterative network generation approach allows to build configuration c + 1 from configuration c through the following steps:
• vital dynamics: nodes that are inactive in configuration c become active in c + 1 with probability b, while active nodes become inactive with probability d;
• memory: active nodes maintain same in-neighbors each with probability p α ; then they form β in new in-stubs, where β in is extracted from a power-law
• out-degree heterogeneity: each node is assigned β out out-stubs, where β out is drawn from another power-law distribution: P (β out ) ∼ β −δ out . Then each of the in-stubs is randomly matched to an out-stub.
The total set of nodes is considered to be fixed in time, and nodes may be active 
where the superscript c for α, β in indicate the values used to build configuration c. The number of nodes with θ = 0 as a function of the degree can be computed
Similarly, it is possible to compute the probability f c,c+1 that a link present in configuration c is also present in configuration c + 1. In the SI Appendix we show that f c,c+1 (1 − d)p α and confirm this result by numerical simulations. 
